
CALVIN 12

CALVIN’S DOGS
… it is not fair to take the children’s bread and throw it to the dogs. Mark 7:27

I am sure that like me, you are intrigued by Biblical puzzles. Well, today’s
reading of Mark 7:24-37 presents us with a real ‘corker.’ Doesn’t Jesus here say
that foreigners are dogs? And if so, isn’t that sheer racism? But let’s look first
at the story and the slightly different version in Matthew 15:21-28.

In both Mark and Matthew the chapter starts with the Pharisees and ‘some
doctors of law’ accusing Jesus of undermining tradition and disregarding rules
about food. Jesus then calls them hypocrites and the disciples report back to
Jesus that he has greatly offended the Pharisees. Next we read that Jesus leaves
the country altogether and travels north to Phoenicia. Maybe the ground has
become too hot under his feet. Maybe the popular demands on his faith healing
have become too much. Phoenicia was the place where he hoped to remain
unrecognized as we read in verse Mark 7:24. But no such luck. Here too his fame
has preceded him. A Syrian woman begged him to help her daughter who was
tormented by a demon.

Jesus refuses: ‘I was sent to the lost sheep of Israel and to them alone.’ But the
woman does not give up. She fell at his feet and again cried for help. Then follows
Jesus enigmatic response: ‘Let the children be satisfied first; it is not fair to take
the children’s bread and throw it to the dogs’, meaning ‘my mission is to Israel
and not inferiors, such as you people here in Phoenicia.’

It is obvious that when Jesus uses the word ‘dogs’ he does not mean the nice
affectionate dog we used to have on the farm in Holland while I grew up. I still
remember my mother crying when Henny died of old age. I remember it so well,
because it was the only time I ever saw my mother cry. Nor did Jesus have in
mind the kind of pet dog one has nowadays in retirement villages and nursing
homes as companions. Or the lovable Dalmatian who sits under the table at my
daughter’s place, in Niagara-on-the-Lake, hoping that my grandchildren who
are messy eaters will be more messy than usual.

No, Jesus meant it in the sense of ‘inferior.’ Calvin certainly interprets it that
way and uses the opportunity in his commentary on this verse to spill his gall
about another ‘dog’ he has it in for, a Spanish doctor and theologian, Servitus,
with whom he thoroughly disagrees. Usually, however, he reserves ‘dogs’ for
Catholics who of course made his life so miserable that in 1533, when only 24,
he had to flee for his life from Paris. The church authorities there utterly
condemned the presidential/vice-chancellor’s inaugural address at the university,
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which Calvin had helped to write. It was on the theme of Jesus statement ‘Blessed
are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of God’ and reflected Reformation
ideas which the Catholic Church had strongly rejected.

Nowadays, of course, we frown on calling anyone of another religion a ‘dog.’
And justifiably so. I may disagree with some Catholic doctrines, but nowadays
I am sure that like me all of you regard Catholics as allies in an increasingly
secularized society. I certainly hope you do. Yet I can also understand why
Calvin said what he did.

He grew up in a strict Catholic home in Noyon in Northern France. His family
soon discovered that they had a prodigy on their hands and let him have the
best available education. It did not take long for him to be established as the
outstanding scholar of his age. Already in his early twenties he was acknowledged
as the brightest star in the intellectual firmament. Yet the Catholic hierarchy
feared anything Martin Luther and he stood for, such as his scriptural approach
to doctrine and his emphasis on the community of believers.

Another cleric who used ‘dog’ in the derogatory sense was Pope Pius IX who
lived from 1792-1878, and was the longest reigning pope (32 years) in papal
history. I have a lot of respect for Pio Nono. Through his opposition to the
liberalism of his age and the creation of the Catholic school system he doubled
Catholic Church attendance worldwide. Yet in the recent process of his
beatification he was reported as having called Jews ‘dogs’ and this certainly
does not sit well in this ecumenical age.

Where does all this take us? Am I trying to argue that like Pius IX and Calvin,
Jesus lived in a different age, when tolerance for other races and religions was
not as fashionable as it is nowadays? The argument may have some merit. After
all in Jesus’ time slavery was generally accepted. Yet times have changed and
we have now become more civilized. Foreign slaves could be kept for the term
of their natural life, but Hebrew slaves had to be liberated after seven years. To
the Jews foreigners or Gentiles, as they were generally called, were a lesser
breed. They were regarded as a political menace, a threat to racial purity and
religious integrity. Could we therefore blame Jesus for calling them ‘dogs’ as
obviously all other Jews did?

Yet there is a much better solution to our puzzle and to discover that we have
to go back to scripture. Here we read in Mark 7:28 that the Phoenician woman
answered Jesus with the following words: ‘Sir, even the dogs under the table
eat the children’s scraps’, meaning that Gentiles too need salvation and healing,
even when they are regarded as a lesser breed.

In verse Mark 7:29 Jesus buys this argument. He says: ‘For saying that, you may
go home content; the unclean spirit has gone out of your daughter.’ Mark 7:30
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provides the happy ending. When she returned home, she found the child lying
in bed; the spirit (in Greek it is actually called a demon) had left her.

Jesus obviously has a change of heart. He now praises the woman because of
her faith, suggesting that she has the kind of trust and faith similar to the one
he had come to instil in ‘the lost sheep of the house of Israel and to them alone
(Matthew 15:24)'. Calvin in his commentary argues that this was the beginning
of Christ’s mission beyond the boundary of the Hebrew nation, as it was so
strongly advanced by St Paul in the book of Acts.

Yet looking beyond national boundaries was well established particularly in the
prophetic strain of the Hebrew heritage, long before Jesus appeared on the scene.
The prophets generally challenged the encrusted pattern of tradition which the
priests and the powerful establishment defended so vehemently. The prophet
Isaiah (49:6) portrays God as the One who does not just restore the tribes of
Jacob but makes his descendants ‘a light to the nations, to be my salvation to
earth’s farthest bounds.’ Malachi (1:11) rebukes Israel and contrasts it with the
Gentiles where His ‘name shall be great.’

Where does all this leave us? Aren’t we tinkering with the Bible as the rule of
faith and life and the standard of all doctrine if we let tolerance prevail? Shouldn’t
we heed Dean Inge’s remark that he who marries the spirit of the age and its
fashions will soon find himself a widower? Yet God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, our
Biblical heritage are not just fossils of the past. They are alive. Through the
prophets God rebuked Israel’s ethnocentricity. Jesus changed his mind about
healing the daughter of a foreigner. The Holy Spirit guides us into a deeper
understanding of others. In other words, God’s order is dynamic. It continues
to confront man’s sin and disorder.

And this disorder is not just confined to our individual nature as it rebels against
God and the constraints of society which requires humility and self-denial of
individuals for its survival and sanity. We discussed that a few weeks ago from
this pulpit. Disorder and suspicion also exists in the hatred between nations and
groups within nations or between religious organizations, Catholics versus
Protestants, Christians versus Jews and Muslims. And God has something to say
also about this kind of disorder. It goes against the grain of his blueprint of order
on our planet.

Jesus widened the horizons. The new covenant, the New Testament, is a blueprint
for salvation of all mankind. By contrast the old covenant or the Old Testament
is a blueprint for salvation of one ethnic group or nation, Israel, although the
seeds for globalization or internationalization were already present in the
prophetic rather than the priestly strand. Yet that also meant and means that
the brotherhood of nations, a deep understanding of, and concern for, other
parts of the world is in God’s plan. God frowns on us regarding other individuals,
groups and societies as ever so many dogs, inferior to ourselves.
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Yet we can be more positive than this. Or to say it with our Old Testament
reading of Proverbs 1:22, things are not as simple as they seem. Loyalty,
commitment, understanding, love are all positives in our Christian lexicon. Yet
too great a commitment and loyalty to our own nation may go at the expense of
our international concern for the rights of other nations. The unconditional love
and all-absorbing commitment of Germans for their nation during World War
II meant that they had to put my friends and me behind bars for regarding the
allies as angels of liberation rather than despicable dogs. Loyalty and commitment
to one nation may exclude the salvation of another.

Wars are anathema to God. They destroy rather than build up. Yet there is room
for pride in national accomplishments. God does not object to us hoping for
Australia to do well in the Olympics and being very pleased, if Matthew Dunn,
grandson of one of our elders, manages to get a medal in the 200 or 400 individual
medley. After all competition in any sport is subject to an impressive number
of rules and regulations promoting international order in the same way as we
are slowly moving to global acceptance of democracy and natural individual
rights. God is with us on that score. Personal integrity, social order as well as
order between nations are part of God’s blueprint.

Those of you who saw the impressive opening of the Olympic Games in Sydney
two days ago may remember the colossal tarpaulin coming down from the stands
and slowly spreading over the entire playing field. It had at its centre an
enormous dove of peace with an olive branch in its beak. Speakers and
commentators referred again and again to the contribution the Games made to
the unity of nations. Correctly so. Here in Canberra the interdenominational
organization Awakening 2000 organized giant screenings of the opening night,
as if to say: ‘participants and Christians have something very valuable in common,
living together in peace.’

Yet living in peace together does not mean that we cannot be proud of individual
national achievements. It is not necessary to give up our individual, local or
national identity to make room for an international, global sense of identity. It
is excessive commitments to one of these to the exclusion of other identities that
is likely to put a spanner in the wheel.

The specifically Christian contribution to global unity is its insistence on Jesus
Christ as the prototype of man, capable of self-sacrifice, self-denial and humility,
yet also one who denounces injustice, ill-treatment of the powerless, hypocrisy
and dishonesty. It is this kind of man who sows the seed of peace amongst all
nations and provides the foundation for global equitable existence.

Next Sunday we will celebrate the sixty-seventh birthday of this church. We
can be proud of this beautiful church and its dedicated, hard-working
membership. In the same way as we will be proud of those Australians who
earned an Olympic medal because of their self-discipline and long training. Yet
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all this training, self-discipline and hard work are in vain, if the church does
not also produce Johnny Kirkwoods. By this I mean the elder in my American
congregation who had died long ago, but was still remembered as the outstanding
elder who represented Christ wherever he went in his actions, thoughts and
behaviour.

To summarize: the story of the Phoenician woman is the story of God extending
His covenant with a single nation to all Gentiles. They were not ‘dogs’ anymore.
God does not discriminate. Salvation by faith is available to all individuals,
groups, denominations and nations. God creates order out of chaos globally. In
the same way as Jesus changed his mind about outsiders, so should we too go
out of our way to understand, appreciate and love other individuals, groups,
religious organizations, and nations. If this means tolerance, so be it! Yet our
tolerance should never be wishy-washy or lack backbone. After all we believe
with the story of Mark 7 in faith as a prerequisite. Or as we will sing in our final
hymn: All our hope on God is founded…God alone calls our heart to be his own.
… Christ does call one and all: ye who follow shall not fall.
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